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Method of regularities search in tasks of survival or reliability analysis is discussed that is based 

on optimal partitioning of prognostic variable space. Also method of  survival curves evaluating 

for individual objects is described that is based on collective solutions by sets of regularities 

found with the help of optimal partitioning.  
             
 
Introduction.  The methods of  recognition or forecasting based on collective solutions by 

ensembles of regularities now are successfully used in variety of applied task. Numerous 

experiments showed  that they are effective in  many tasks with high  dimensionality of data. The 

goal of present paper is  development of new method using ensembles of regularities  for  

survival analysis in medicine and for similar  reliability or duration analysis in engineering or 

economics. All these tasks will be referred to as survival tasks for object of arbitrary type. The 

first section describes method of regularities search that is based on optimal partitioning of 

prognostic variables space. This technique  is  modification of optimal valid partitioning method 

[1,3]  for survival analysis. In the second section method for evaluating of survival curves for 

individual objects is described that is based on collective solutions by sets of regularities found 

with the help of optimal partitioning.  

Optimal partitioning method for survival analysis.  Optimal partitions of prognostic 

variables space are searched inside apriori fixed partitions families by initial training information 

0 1, , ,1 1,{( ), ,( )}m mt t mS α α= x x… . The aim of partitioning is achievement of maximal 

difference between survival in neighbor  subregions (elements of partitions). The partition family 

is defined as the set of partitions with limited number of elements that are constructed by the 

same procedure. The uni-dimensional and two-dimensional  families are considered. The uni-

dimensional families includes partitions of admissible intervals of single variables. The simplest 

Family I includes all partitions with two elements that are divided by one boundary point. The 

more complex Family II includes all partitions with no more than three elements that are divided 



by two boundary points. The two-dimensional Family III includes all partitions of two-

dimensional admissible areas with no more than four elements that are separated by two 

boundary lines parallel to coordinate axes. The quality of partition or divergence between 

survival in groups that are induced by its elements are described with the help of quality 

functional 0F( , )R S . 

Let ( , )kmg t S  is Kaplan-Mayer estimate [4] of survival curve  in group of patients S . In other 

words ( , )kmg t S  is estimate of probability Pr( )t t′ <  where t′  is death time of object from the 

same general set as objects from  S . Suppose  some partition R  of  prognostic variables space 

induce partition 1{ , , }kS S…  of training set 0S  . Let 
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The optimal partition optR  inside some family  is searched by calculating all possible values of  

0F( , )R S  and selecting partition corresponding maximal value. Found regularities (optimal 

partitions) are statistically verified with the help of permutation test (PT) that is based on testing 

basic null hypothesis that  survival is fully independent  on involved explanatory variables. The 

optimal value of quality functional 0F( , )R S  is used as PT statistics. Let optimal partition was 

found  for dataset 0 1, , ,1 1,{( ), ,( )}m mt t mS α α= x x… .   Let  0F( , )optR S is the optimal value of 

quality functional.  To evaluate statistical validity of discovered regularity set of  Ν  random 

permutations 1{ , , }π πΝ…  is calculated  with the help of random numbers generator. Initial 

dataset 1, , ,1 1,{( ), ,( )}m mt t mα αx x…  and permutations 1{ , , }π πΝ… give rise to permuted 

datasets 1{ , , }r rS SΝ… , where , ,1(1) (1) ( ) ( ), ,{( ), ,( )}j
j j j j

r t t mm mS π π π πα α= x x… . For each 

dataset 
j

rSπ  from 1{ , , }r rS SΝ…  optimal partition is searched inside the same family for the same 

variable (variables) and by optimizing  the same quality functional that were previously used in 

case of 0S . Let , 0[ ( )]optF R SgtΝ  is the number of datasets in 1{ , , }r rS S… N  for which 



0, ,( ) ( )*opt opt
rF R S F R S> . The ratio 0,[ ( )]/optF R SgtΝ Ν  is used as estimate of  PT   p-value.  

Usually from 1000 to 5000 permutations are used to evaluate p-value with the help of PT. 

Important advantageous of permutation tests are absence of apriori suppositions about 

probability distributions. There are no demands also to size of data sets. 

Discussed method was realized and tested at dataset of oncology patients. 

Collective method for individual  survival curves calculating.  
It is often important not only evaluate influence of  some variables on survival but also to  

estimate the hazard (or risk) of death, or other event of interest, for individual object, given all  

prognostic variables set.. Such task is usually solved with the help of survival models. The most  

widespread  of them is  Cox proportional hazards model. However existing models  demands 

rather  strong assumptions about probability distribution. In this section we try to show that  

approach based on ensembles of regularities search also allows to make multifactor hazard 

estimates for  individual object. Let Q  is set of subregions  of prognostic variables space that  

were found with the help of optimal portioning. Suppose that we try to estimate survival curve  

for object  *s  by its vector description *x . Let *x  belongs to intersection of 

subregion rqq ,,1 … from system Q . We suggest to evaluate  probability 0Pr( )t t>  for object  *s  

as weighted sum: 
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By analogy to a method of statistically weighed syndromes [6] “weight” is calculated under the 
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 - a “dispersion”  

[ ( , ), ( , )]km i kmg t S g t sρ - distance from survival  curve for  sample iS , to survival curve of an  

object s  from this sample. In case of object s  with known “death”  moment *t survival “curve” 

is step function equal 1 at *[0, )t  and  0 at  *[ , ]t T .  But we face the following problem: how to 

work with censored objects (i.e. objects from the training sample for which object was alive  at 

moment of last observation and  time of death is unknown). It is offered to reduce task  step 

survival “curves” restoration for such objects to set of  recognition tasks with 2 classes. Classes 

are defined with the help of several boundary points for time and  uncensored objects are used as  

training sets. Results of recognition can be verified  with the help of cross validation and partly 

at the set of censored objects.  State of censored object (dead or alive) is established according  



recognition results. 

 

Conclusion  
So method of  survival analysis that is based on based on optimal partitioning of prognostic 

variables space with using permutation test for verification and method of  survival curves 

evaluating for individual objects. Methods do not  demand apriori assumptions about probability 

distributions of  variables. Methods may be used in variety of tasks in medicine, engineering and 

economics. 
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